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The mobility situation is constantly changing as people are increasingly moving to urban areas. Therefore, a flexible mode

of transport with high-capacity passenger trains and a high degree of modularity in the trains’ composition is necessary.

Virtual coupling (VC) is a promising solution to this problem because it significantly increases the capacity of a line and

provides a more flexible mode of operation than conventional signaling systems.
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1. Introduction

The current mobility situation is constantly changing as people are increasingly moving to urban areas. Meanwhile, people

living in city centers and metropolitan areas tend not to use cars; thus, there is an increasing demand for efficient,

modern, punctual, and environmentally sustainable transportation.

This growth in the demand for rail transport was reported in . According to this report, which describes the increase in

the number of passengers (in short scale billions) per kilometer traveled for the countries of the European Union (EU)

between 2010 and 2019, the number of passengers per kilometer has increased by 17.6% in the EU (EU-27), from 358.3

to 421.4 billion passengers per kilometer.

This increased demand can be met by increasing the number of lines or the capacity of the existing lines. Construction of

new lines was the first solution to be proposed. However, this has not been the general policy of all countries and is often

expensive. Therefore, the second solution is to increase the capacity of existing railway lines. In this context, given that

demand for rail transport is heterogeneous and varies both between and within lines, depending on the time of day and

time of year, a flexible mode of transport with high-capacity passenger trains and a high degree of modularity in their

composition, wherein the railway operator can vary the configuration of trains according to the expected passenger

demand, is necessary.

As a solution to these problems, the railway sector has focused its efforts on increasing the capacity and flexibility of lines

by improving the current railway operation. Research has focused on increasing capacity by reducing the headway or the

distance between trains. Moreover, railway traffic control and signaling systems based on moving-block systems (MBSs)

have been developed, such as the Communication-Based Train Control (CBTC) system , which is mainly used in urban

and Automated People Mover (APM) railway lines, and the European Rail Traffic Management System (ERTMS L3)  for

main and commuter lines.

Additionally, the coupling of train units to form consists has been proposed for enhancing the average passenger train

speed, energy efficiency, and capacity utilization of railway infrastructure, among other aspects. The capability of dynamic

coupling and uncoupling of train units at cruise speeds was suggested. Two operating concepts can be realized via

dynamic coupling : dynamic mechanical coupling to mechanically change the composition of the consists at the

cruising speed, and virtual coupling (VC) to virtually change the composition of the consists at the cruising speed via

communication. In the previous first approach , vehicle movements are managed using distance control and vehicle-to-

vehicle communication during the approach. Here, a safe active impact absorption system is necessary when the two

units move together to form a consist. In this situation, the units are stabilized, held, and guided during the coupling and

uncoupling process.

The previous second approach is based on the use of VC to virtually change the compositions of the consists at the

cruising speed via communication. Thus, VC is a train-centric next generation signaling system that enables multiple

trains to operate in a formation just like one train or decouple separately, either on-the-run or at station, flexibly or as

planned. VC is an evolution of the current MBSs, similar to the way in which road vehicles operate, where vehicles run at

a safe distance from the vehicle in front and the driver reacts to the brake lights of the vehicle in front, and this safe

distance is far shorter than the braking distance required for a complete stop, as considered in current MBSs.
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Clearly, more trains can run on the line if the spacing between trains is reduced. Thus, the line capacity is increased. In ,

a multi-state train-following model was developed for describing VC procedures conduct a comparative capacity analysis

with other signaling systems. The results indicated that VC has a superior capacity to MBSs, and it was estimated that VC

could reduce the distance between trains by 64% for European Train Control System (ETCS) Level 2 and by 43% for

ETCS Level 3.

Consequently, in addition to increasing the capacity of the line, VC can provide a more flexible mode of operation, with

trains behaving as if they are physically coupled. This makes it possible to run trains in smaller sets but adapt to the

circumstances. As reported in , this functionality is particularly relevant at turnouts and stations, where VC can be

canceled before approaching the station and trains can stop at different platforms at the same station, allowing the entire

convoy to disembark. After stopping, trains can either recouple or continue as two separate convoys to different

destinations.

2. Railway Virtual Coupling System Concept

There are two approaches to ensure the safe movement of trains. One is the fixed block system (FBS) approach, which

divides the track into specific subareas called blocks in order to determine the location of a train on the track, as shown in

Figure 1. In the FBS approach, only one train can occupy a block. The length of a block depends on several factors, such

as the maximum speed allowed, geographical conditions, etc. In addition, the length of a block can vary from a few

hundred meters to several kilometers. These systems have been used successfully. However, they are not sufficient for

high-capacity rail lines.

Figure 1. Fixed block system.

The need to increase line capacity, supported by the development of telecommunications, IT, and control techniques, has

driven train operation control systems from FBSs, which are applicable, for instance, to the ERTMS L1/L2 system, to

moving block systems (MBS).

The MBS is a system where the blocks are defined and calculated in real time as safe zones around each train (Figure
2). This real time–block calculation requires both knowledge of the exact location and speed of all trains at any given time,

and continuous communication between the central signaling system and the on-board train signaling system. Thus, the

MBS is a system where consists continuously calculate and communicate their exact positions and speeds (TP) to the

track equipment along the line, which allows for the calculation of the area of the track that is potentially occupied by the

train and allows the trains to adjust their speeds automatically and continuously.

Figure 2. Moving block system.

There are two modes of train operation control in the MBS : the Absolute Distance Braking Mode (ADBM) and the

Relative Distance Braking Mode (RDBM). These two control modes have different efficiencies and risks.

The ADBM (Figure 3) is based on the concept that two consecutive consists running on the same track must always be

separated by a sufficient margin to ensure that each train can reduce its speed and will be able to stop before reaching

the last known position on the track of the consist immediately preceding it, regardless of the current speed and the

braking curve of the preceding consist.
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Figure 3. Absolute braking.

In the ADBM, the position of the follower consist s  is calculated as follows:

(1)

where d  represents the minimum safe distance between two consecutive consists, s  represents the position of the

leader, and v and a  represent the velocity and braking deceleration of the follower, respectively.

The ADBM is applied in CBTC  and in ERTMS Level 3 . However, its conservative character results in trains tending to

run far apart.

Depending on the braking decelerations of the two consecutive consists, the safety margin between two trains can be

reduced by applying RDBM principles. RDBM concepts have been widely applied in control systems for road traffic,

autonomous vehicles, and platoon cars. The RDBM system is similar to the on-road mode of operation, where vehicles

drive at a safe distance from the vehicle in front and the driver reacts to the brake lights of the vehicle in front, which is far

shorter than the required braking distance for a full stop. This idea is fundamental to vehicle platooning and autonomous

vehicles.

In the RDBM, it is assumed that two consecutive consists are in motion, and depending on their braking speeds, the

safety margin between them can be reduced. Thus, if the first consist (leader) is running at speed v  and braking with

deceleration a  and the second consist is running at speed v  and braking with deceleration a , the position of the follower

s  can be calculated as follows:

(2)

Figure 4 shows a schematic of the relative braking concept.

Figure 4. Relative braking.

In order to realize dynamic train coupling, position and speed information must be reliably exchanged between trains .

New communication technologies offer this ability of direct communications between vehicles with high rate and low

latency.

The relative-braking model is closely related to collaborative operations. The VCTS uses train-to-train (T2T)

communication for sharing information between the intra-VCTS consists and receiving the reference signals from the

infrastructure. According to this information, the onboard system is responsible for the safe tracking of the speed profiles,

and it should also respect the spacing policy between trains and allow the follower to safely follow the lead train.
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The VCTS requires sensors to know at all times the relative distance to and velocity of the preceding consist. It also

requires a communication link between consists for them to exchange information such as their positions, velocities, and

accelerations. Following the approach described above, functional requirements must be derived for the sensors and

communication systems of the VCTS. Sensors are needed to determine the absolute position, relative position (or

distance) between trains, relative and absolute velocities, and acceleration. Regarding communication, it is necessary to

define how often this information must be exchanged between trains, as well as the type of information and the amount of

data.

The Institution of Railway Signal Engineers (IRSE) provided in its white paper  a preliminary analysis of the concept of

virtual coupling, which involved an assessment of weather it is technically feasible and safe. It also noticed that virtual

coupling would bring real benefits such as increased line capacity and greater flexibility in railway operation.

3. Virtual Coupling System Evolution and Development

The concept of virtual train operation was first introduced in , where the authors presented an operating railway

concept that represents a middle ground between current road and rail traffic in which the wagons are not physically

coupled and each wagon has its own driving and control system.

The first VC concepts appeared in 1999 and these concepts were consolidated until 2006. However, their freight-oriented

approach and the limitations of existing technology at that time may have prevented them from reaching their potential.

Only when the European Research Initiative Shift2Rail  appeared, it received a new impulse, mainly motivated by the

need to increase the capacity of passenger rail lines in mass transit and by advances in communication technology.

Both the EU, initially through Shift2Rail  and currently through Europe’s Rail Joint Undertaking , and various Chinese

research programs such as the National Key R&D Program of China  and the National Natural Science Foundation of

China , have actively supported research in the field of VC. Considerable research has also been performed within

academia, often in connection with the aforementioned projects.

The analytical tools of Scopus and WoS make it possible to identify the main players involved in VC technological

development. Figure 5 shows the number of documents by affiliation, including the most important institutions,

companies, and universities involved in VC.

Figure 5. Documents by affiliation (with more than 4 publications). Source Scopus.
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4. Research in the Field of Virtual Coupling

In general terms, research in industry has focused on the feasibility of VC implementation and operation, whereas

research in academia, which is coordinated with industry, has focused on control and communication systems. Reference

 presents an overview of the main topics of current railway-related VC research and presents a perspective on future

research in this field.

Several international research and development projects have been conducted in the field of VC, mainly focusing on

evaluating the feasibility of VC and establishing a general framework for its deployment. In this way, various studies on the

implementation of VC in train operation and traffic management were performed, several of which focused on the market

potential and preliminary operational scenarios of VC and presented the results of an extensive stakeholder survey in the

European railway industry, in which expert opinions on the potential and challenges of VC were gathered, as can be seen

in .

From a technological perspective, several aspects are necessary for the design of a VC system. These aspects include

issues related to the control communication topology, dynamic model to support the control algorithms, control methods

considered in VC, and sensors and communication systems used.

In the field of control communication topology, decentralized architectures are used in most studies, although centralized

architectures are also used. However, in general terms, multi-vehicle distributed architectures are not considered, which

can resolve the drawbacks of decentralized V2V communication and high requirements of the centralized ones. Several

references present these ideas, as can be seen in .

In the field of dynamic models, most researchers have used models based on the point-mass model, and more complete

dynamic models are required. The use of these more complex models implies a higher computational load; therefore,

distributed computing may need to be used for the development of controllers.

MPC was identified as the most widely used control technique and the one most likely to be used in the future, not only

because of the power of its formulation but also because of its adaptability to future needs in the field, such as stochastic,

adaptive, and learning control. Significant references can be found in .

In the field of communications, the challenges include high-latency communication, reliable and secure communication,

and the development of controllers that are secure and robust against communication failures and communication attacks.

Finally, there are two topics that are largely in their incipient stages in the VC framework and that will be key in the near

future: (1) cybersecurity and (2) AI, including intelligent control, RL, and Big Data analytics, as can be seen in references

.

In addition, there are also barriers, threats and problems that can be presented in the VC deployment. Reference 

provided a good approach of problems and opportunities of VC in railways. In any case, the authors consider that VC is

likely to be the technology of choice for future train control systems.
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